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Audometric screening tests are carried out in lightweight, mobile capsules. In this case, compliance with specific environmental conditions, in particular acoustic, necessitates the selection of suitable sound absorbing materials. The assignment of the materials into the group of sound absorbing materials depends on the value of the absorption coefficient. Sound absorbing materials should have and absorption coefficient α>0.1 in any frequency, what can be achieved for materials characterized by both high porosity or high surface perforation. Materials of this type include, modern layered materials and sandwich structured as "honeycomb" type. In mentioned applications, the mechanical properties of these materials are also important in addition to the sound absorption properties. This study presents systematic comparison between commonly used and commercially available construction composites. Two of analyzed composites, layered and sandwich structured, are typically used as lightweight constructions elements, because of their unique properties and advantageous weight to flexural strength ratio. Both analyzed composites, exhibit high absorption of the sound. The analyzed composites were characterized in terms of mechanical and surface properties. Special emphasis was placed on the characteristic of the connection between composite structural components. For this purpose, the following methods were used: scanning electron microscopy, optical profilometry, contact angle measurements and 3-point bending. Presented systematic analysis will be useful to select appropriate materials for lightweight constructions. The main results if the study can be summarized in the following conclusions. 1) Both composites demonstrate that they are several times more rigid compared to commonly used polymer composites. 2) Comparative analysis revealed many times higher mechanical properties of the sandwich structured panels compared to layered composites. 3) Studies showed that layered composite is characterize by the absence of delimitation of the lightweight panel. The results show high potential of the analyzed composites as lightweight construction materials with simultaneous sound absorption.
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